
#

35

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6011 220 4.53 1.59 NA NA 38 6.76 4.23 121 24

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Play Strength Through Route Stem, Awareness in Zone, Size/Length

WORST

INJURIES

CB

Zone-heavy scheme that mixes in Press/Man concepts and prioritizes physicality, strength 

and size on the boundary

2016: Hamstring (Missed Week 12); 2015: Ankle (Missed No Games); 2014: Knee (Missed 

No Games); 2012-13: None reported

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

2016: Led team in PBU (14) and tackles among DB's, 1 INT; 2015: 3rd on team in PBU (9), 

tied for 2nd in FF (2), 1 sack, 1 INT

Portland St. (ORPS)

Fifth-year CB who has started 22 of 52 games, including 15 of 15 in 2016. Played 85% of the snaps, 4th on the

defense overall and 2nd amongst DB’s. Second season under DC Kris Richard’s 4-3 defense. Utilized primarily as

a boundary CB, usually on the right side of the formation, but does line up sparingly in the slot vs. bigger WR’s

and TE’s. Long, lean frame with very good height and length, elite weight, and good A/A with good quickness,

agility, explosiveness and solid balance. Good ability at the LOS to disrupt routes, patient and doesn’t open his

hips early in either Press. Shows good mental processing to read the WR’s release and not get fooled by jab steps

and fakes, is smoothly able to flip his hips and mirror vs. outside releases. Smooth backpedal from Off with good

burst to plant and drive forward, and solid balance to turn and run with good deep speed to match WRs

vertically. Very good mental processing and awareness in Zone, especially Off/Zone, shows very good

understanding of route combinations, reads through the WR to the QB and plays with proper leverage, knowing

when to press up to the short flat and when to bail deep depending on the location of his LB/S help. Good deep

speed to stay in phase with WR’s downfield vertically from both Press and Off position and shows solid COD to

stay within arm’s reach on In’s and crossing routes. Very good play strength and physical toughness throughout

the route stem vs. both WR’s and TE’s, does not give up physical separation by allowing opponents to bully him

off the stem or at the break point. Good timing to get his hands in to deflect passes in the short to intermediate

when facing the LOS and attacking forward. Shows the ability to read the hands of the WR and when they’re

about to make a move for the ball to break up passes downfield by working his hands in between theirs. Good

ability to diagnose run, takes proper angles to limit yardage and is able to contain the edge/sideline on outside

runs with good competitive toughness and aggressiveness to drive, engage and fight through the blocks of WR’s

and TE’s without hesitating. Very good open-field tackler vs. both bigger TE’s/WR’s, as well as smaller

WR’s/RB’s. Takes good angles and shows good play strength and solid technique to take down ball-carriers in a

form tackle or going low to the knees/ankles, rallies hard to the ball from Off with very good physical and

competitive toughness. Good mental toughness to perform in critical moments against all levels of competition.

Adequate hand placement on Jams, gets wild with his hands outside the frame of the WR when reacting to first

movement off the snap. Adequate balance and COD when flipping his hips inside vs. quick inside releases, but is

able to recover vs. most WR’s. Marginal ability to turn his head, locate, and track the ball deep downfield and

often gives up either a completion or penalty despite having good coverage and being in position to make the

play, only plays the WR’s hands/body without turning for the ball. Rarely attempts to go for the interception at

any level of the field and will primarily only attempt to deflect the pass. Starting outside CB you can win with due

to his combination of very good size, play strength through the route stem, and good vertical deep speed. Has the

versatility to play in the slot in spot-duty against “big slot” WR’s and TE’s, due to his play strength, good run

support ability, and very good open-field tackling. Marginal ability to turn his head and locate the ball downfield

limits his potential as a player who can shadow top-tier WR’s.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

62
Games Started

25
Games Won

Ability to Turn Head and Locate/Track the Ball Downfield, Hand Placement on Jams

PROJECTION
Starting outside CB you can win with due to his combination of very good size, play strength 

through the route stem, and good vertical deep speed. Has the versatility to play in the slot 

in spot-duty against “big slot” WR's and TE's, due to his play strength, good run support 

ability, and very good open-field tackling. Marginal ability to turn his head and locate the 

ball downfield limits his potential as a player who can shadow top-tier WR's.

2016: vs. ATL 10/16, at NO 10/30, at NE 11/13, at GB 12/11, vs. ARI 12/24

42
Winning %

68%
Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Shead, DeShawn

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DB
DOB (Age)

6-28-88 (29)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Hatzipanagiotis, Joey

TEAM

Seattle Seahawks12 -UDFA- SEA

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


